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Abstract
The technique of optoelectronic computing is an integration of free-space optical interconnections and electronic interfacing, which is required for signal processing. In the first chapter various issues involved in digital optoelectronic computing are reviewed with a view to evolve a system which will have the capability of arithmetic, logical and low level image processing operations.Since optical interconnecting paths are inherently parallel, carry-less arithmetic operations provide much advantage. With a view to achieve this, a signed negabinary number system has been proposed in the second chapter, which along with its other varieties yields a single step technique of parallel carry-less arithmetic operations on bipolar numbers. The technique has been extended to logic operations using the signed negabinary number system. In the third chapter, optoelectronic architecture for implementing arithmetic and logic operations is presented, where a single liquid crystal display (LCD) panel is used for introducing operational kernel, data and decoding mask. The operands in their negabinary forms are spatially coded and after processing, recorded through a CCD camera for obtaining the decimal result. An optoelectronic matrix-vector multiplication technique using digital convolution is described in the fourth chapter. A single LCD panel is used to present both the negabinary form of vector and matrix elements in the processing path. The convolution coefficients collected after processing yields the result. The high speed processing needs no analog to digital conversion electronics.Based on the principle established for arithmetic and logic operations and convolution technique for matrix-vector multiplication, a single unified optoelectronic computing architecture is presented in fifth chapter, which can perform arithmetic, logic and matrix-vector multiplication using a single LCD panel. In the sixth chapter, the unified computing architecture has been utilized to extract edge and skeleton of binary and gray images using a shift operator. The chapter also indicates that for a special case, there exists a relation between the shift operator and morphological operator. In the seventh chapter, a connectionist neural network model is presented, which uses the optoelectronic matrix-vector multiplication technique of the unified computing architecture to recall undistorted patterns from their noisy versions by association. The technique shows 6% tolerance to noisy and distorted inputs.

